the mantra, choice determined by cost not quality. Once the competition genie is let out of the bottle, regulation will have, at best, a secondary role. Monitor, the body nominally responsible for regulation, is itself accountable to ... no one.

A parallel is drawn with the rail industry, rising ticket prices coupled with declining service, and serious compromises with safety, arising from myriad contracts and sub-contrasts for which no one has overall responsibility. Except that, no matter how much we value an efficient, effective rail service, we should value our health service more. When Chris Ham, of the Kings Fund, was interviewed on the Today programme in July this year, his vocabulary, productivity targets, ‘overheated system’, ‘prices’, seemed to fit more with a rail service than a health service.

If what you are looking for is a balanced analysis of the recent history of the health service, this is perhaps not the book for you. The clue is in the title and on the cover; the image of an exhausted, worried nurse leaning into a wall sets the scene. The authors make no attempt to give those who have perpetrated this conspiracy an opportunity to defend their actions. But they do provide a powerful rallying call for those who strongly believe that, ‘the NHS is not for selling’.

Lesley Morrison, GP, Teviot Medical Practice, Hawick.
E-mail: Lesley.Morrison@borders.scot.nhs.uk
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The first university chair of General Practice in the UK was established in Edinburgh 15 years after the beginning of the NHS, in 1963. Academic general practice and primary care is now a strong and self-confident discipline, making major contributions to undergraduate education and to research in the UK medical schools and, of course, primary care is now at the heart of the NHS reforms, with self-evident implications for academic support.

This readable compilation of accounts of how the discipline developed in each medical school, written by those most involved, at least in more recent events, may not have the brio of a David Lodge or even a CP Snow story but it is nonetheless an interesting one. Remarkable, really, to think of how those who had fallen off Lord Moran’s ladder have emerged as research leaders, educational innovators, and Deans of medical schools. Many of the early units sprang from established departments of academic public health and were often seen as almost identical to them by universities because they were ‘out there’, although nothing could be further from the truth. The general practice departments mirrored the multidisciplinarity of general practice itself, so that collaboration between clinicians, allied health professionals, and social and behavioural scientists rapidly became commonplace. The GP departments were often the medical school leaders on the softer parts of the curriculum, such as medical ethics and communications skills.

The newer medical schools have recognised the value of a community focus, of teaching in general practices and the potential of primary care research, and set up primary care departments from scratch. Ironically, under pressures from institutional re-configurations and fashions in research structures and funding, some of the older departments are now becoming absorbed into relatively amorphous groups with half-hearted titles such as healthcare research and population sciences. The replacement of the generalist perspective by a focus on a single illness or organ may not be a particularly smart strategic move, particularly at this time of confusion, and therefore opportunity, in the NHS and in medical education and training.

The individual stories are tales of opportunities grasped and missed, heroes and villains, Davids and Goliaths. They are case histories which may not be general sable. The bigger story, and the messages for those interested in building up academic primary care, is touched on in the final appendix to the body of the text. The first essential building block was to convince the system of the ability of general practice to deliver high quality undergraduate education outside the walls of the medical schools, and then to prize the funding — SIFT in England, ACT in Scotland — out of the hospitals and into general practice to pay teachers properly and provide an adequate infrastructure. The next was to demonstrate the need for research in general practice by general practice, and to convince funders of its quality. The Medical Research Council Topic Review was crucial in this respect, and the MANT Report of NHS R&D was a further essential plank in the foundations, laying out the rationale for adequate funding for primary care research and the beginning of a career structure for primary care researchers. Getting senior academic GPs on to the same terms and conditions as academics in specialist medicine was another key to recruitment and retention.

Only 1,225 GPs has an academic post compared with 1,16 consultants — but this doesn’t tell the whole story, because over half of all general practices in the UK are involved in undergraduate teaching and/or postgraduate training. Research activity, especially recruitment to trials, has been hugely enhanced by the creation of well-funded primary care and comprehensive research networks as part of the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Strategy, and the formation of the NIHR National School of Primary Care Research is the most recent endorsement of the value to the health service attached to primary care research. We have a good deal to thank our courageous and imaginative predecessors for, and this book is a fitting tribute to them.

The publication of this book is timely. As the focus of clinical work shifts further towards the community, the need for a highly skilled primary care workforce is greater than ever, and the medical schools have a key role in providing exposure and education in general practice for their undergraduates. As the complexities of illness and healthcare management increase, research that builds the evidence base for diagnosis, treatment and service delivery is crucial, and the university departments are once again in a pivotal role, for which they are uniquely well equipped.

Roger Jones
BJGP Editor, London, UK.
E-mail: riones@rccgp.org.uk
For information about discounted copies please contact Jan Bunyan at Jan.Bunyan@ed.ac.uk
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“Follow This Way, If You Please ...”

Autumn fireworks with Iona Heath, at:
http://events.rcplondon.ac.uk/details.aspx?e=2274
Less clearly, cricket. When cricket gets tough, nothing more balancing than an Australian perspective, the splendid Sydney Morning Herald, and take care to scroll down and read (and respond to) the correspondence, at: